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while she is baking cookies . . . and in both cases the same weapon woman overcome by the demands of having a family. Paige has only a
fired the shot from a distance only a trained sniper could manage.
few vivid memories of her mother, who abandoned her at five years old.
Two more murders follow in short order. None of the victims had
Now, having left her father behind in Chicago for dreams of art school
enemies and no one knows why they were singled out. As fear of the and marriage to an ambitious young doctor, she finds herself with a child
Taunus Sniper grows among the local residents, the pressure rises of her own. But her mother's absence and shameful memories of her past
on Detective Kirchhoff. She and her partner, Oliver von Bodenstein, force her to doubt whether she could ever be capable of bringing joy and
search feverishly for a suspect who appears to murder at will, but
meaning into the life of her child, gifts her own mother never gave.
soon realize that “The Judge,” as the sniper calls himself, seems to
Harvesting the Heart is written with astonishing clarity and evocative
have a mission—a mission that has not reached its conclusion yet. As
detail, convincing in its depiction of emotional pain, love, and
the investigation progresses, the police officers uncover a human
Damaged Minotaur Books
vulnerability, and recalls the writing of Alice Hoffman and Kristin
tragedy that will shake them to the core. I am Your Judge is tightly
Family always comes first. Until now. Get ready for the ultimate summer
plotted, and delivers surprise twists at every turn with a story that is Hannah. Out of Paige's struggle to find wholeness, Jodi Picoult crafts an
read with the explosive new novel from Sunday Times No.1 bestseller and
absorbing novel peopled by richly drawn characters, and explores
ripped from the headlines.
'undisputed queen of crime writing' (Guardian) Martina Cole. Diana Davis
motherhood with a power and depth only she is capable of. “A
Dangerous Lady Grove/Atlantic, Inc.
has been head of the family business since the death of her husband, an
brilliant, moving examination of motherhood, brimming with detail and
infamous bank robber. She's a woman in a man's world, but no one messes Success comes at a deadly price... THE GRAFT
emotion.” —Richmond Times-Dispatch “Jodi Picoult explores the
by the 'undisputed queen of crime writing'
with her. Her only son, Angus, is a natural born villain, but he needs to
fragile ground of ambivalent motherhood in her lush second novel. This
(Guardian) and Sunday Times No.1 bestseller
earn Diana's trust before she'll allow him into the business. Once he's
story belongs to… the lucky reader.” —The New York Times Book
Martina Cole is an unflinching novel that
proved he has the brains to run their clubs in Marbella, he is given what
Review
exposes a world that many would rather
he's always wanted. It's the beginning of a reign of terror that knows no
bounds. But Angus has a blind spot: his wife, Lorna, and their three kids,
ignore... When Nick Leary hears the sound of
Broken Headline
Angus Junior, Sean and Eilish. And as the next generation enters the
an intruder's footsteps downstairs one night, In this life, you fight dirty to survive. THE BUSINESS by the
business, Angus has a painful truth to learn. Even when it comes to family, something inside him snaps. The thought of
'undisputed queen of crime writing' (Guardian) and Sunday
he must show no mercy... 'She's a total one-off' Guardian 'The stuff of
losing his beautiful wife and sons, their
Times No.1 bestseller Martina Cole is an unflinching novel that
legend' Mirror 'Superstar crime writer' This Morning 'There really is only luxurious home and possessions, everything
exposes a world that many would rather ignore... Imelda Dooley
one Martina Cole' Closer 'The undisputed Queen of crime writing' Erwin
he's grafted for, pushes him to attack. But
has made a big mistake. Pregnant, alone and scared, she starts
James
this single act sets in motion something way
Cold Grave A&C Black
down a trail of lies and destruction that will wreck the lives of
Police Detective Pia Kirchhoff is about to leave on her long-delayed beyond Nick's control. He's picked the wrong
all who try to love her. As Imelda brings her daughter Jordanna
fight this time, and now it's too late to go
honeymoon when she receives a phone call from police
into the world, followed by her son Kenny, she takes them with
back... For more novels that will take you
headquarters: An elderly woman has been shot and killed while
her into the dark underworld of drugs, prostitution and violence.
deep into the dark and dangerous criminal
walking her dog. Neither her grieving daughter nor any of her
But all actions have consequences. The only question is, who
underworld, check out Martina Cole's THE
acquaintances have an explanation for the horrifying murder.
will face them? For more novels that will take you deep into the
Ingeborg Rohlehder was well-liked and a generous, loving woman. BUSINESS, THE LIFE and REVENGE
A short while later, another murder is committed and the modus
Female Serial Killers Headline
dark and dangerous criminal underworld, check out Martina
operandi is eerily similar — a woman is executed by a precisely
From the author of the #1 New York Times bestsellers Small Great
Cole's THE GRAFT, THE LIFE and REVENGE
aimed bullet to the head that smashes through her kitchen window Things and My Sister's Keeper, a novel exploring the story of a young
history.itead.cc by guest
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Betrayal AuthorHouse
One. Two. Three. That’s all it takes to drive the nail into her
head, to leave her hanging on the wall. She deserved to die.
Now all he needs is absolution for his sins, and he knows just
the people who can help. We know what you should say. We
say what you want to hear. Kris, Tamara, Wolf, and Frauke.
Four young friends with too much time on their hands and one
big idea: an agency called Sorry. Unfair dismissals, the wrongly
accused, jilted lovers: everyone has a price and the Sorry team
will find out what that is. It’s as simple as that. The idea catches
on like wildfire and the quartet are soon raking in the cash,
doing the emotional dirty work for fat cats, businessmen, and
the romantically challenged. But what they didn’t count on is
that their latest client would be a killer. Standing face-to-face
with a brutally murdered woman, Kris and Wolf suddenly
realize that the philosophy that has brought them so much
success may have a flaw in it. And what they are compelled to
do by the person who has contracted them is to dispose of the
body. But who is the killer and why has he killed her? Someone
is mocking them for playing God, and hell is only just
beginning. Intricately plotted, breathtakingly paced, utterly
original, Sorry plunges the reader into a world whose
connections dazzle the mind. Once you have read it, you will
never be able to say “sorry” in quite the same way again.
No Mercy Hachette UK
When a prostitute's body is found lifeless, mutilated and brutally raped,
DCI Annie Carr has never seen anything like it and neverwants to again.
Kate Burrows, retired DCI now consultant, Is determined to help put the
killer behind bars.
Maura's Game Hachette UK
From the No. 1 bestselling author Martina Cole comes a heartbreaking
story of obsession when being in the know can be deadly Joanie Brewer's
children meant the world to her. She'd do anything to protect them, even
resorting to prostitution and petty crime in order to feed and clothe them.
So when her beautiful teenage daughter is raped and murdered, only one
thing will stop Joanie's pain - seeing her daughter's killer brought to justice.
Joanie knows who he is and she'll do whatever it takes to nail him...

The Know Headline
Available together for the first time, the complete DI Kate
Burrows trilogy by the Sunday Times No.1 bestselling author,
Martina Cole. Perfect for fans of Val McDermid, Karin
Slaughter and Patricia Cornwell. 'The Queen of Crime' - Woman
& Home on Hard Girls The deadly DI Kate Burrows trilogy: the
only time Martina's written from the Old Bill's perspective. Kate

ailing father's conscience, DS Rachel Narey risks her job and
reputation by returning to the Lake of Menteith and unofficially
reopening the cold case. With the help of police photographer Tony
Winter, Rachel prepares a dangerous gambit to uncover the killer's
identity - little knowing who that truly is. Despite the freezing
temperatures, the ice cold case begins to thaw, and with it a tide of
The Hog Murders Headline
secrets long frozen in time are suddenly and shockingly unleashed.
Has DI Kate Burrows met her match? Sequel to THE
Brilliant crime fiction for fans of Stuart MacBride and Ian Rankin,
LADYKILLER, BROKEN is the second book in the DI Kate
Burrows series: the only time the 'undisputed queen of crime writing' Craig Robertson's latest thriller, Watch Him Die, was nominated for
the McIlvanney Prize 2020 for Scottish Crime Book of the Year.
(Guardian) and Sunday Times bestseller Martina Cole has written
Praise for Craig Robertson: 'Robertson is doing for Glasgow what
from the perspective of the Old Bill. Children in Grantley are
disappearing. At first they are found unscathed, but when one meets Rankin did for Edinburgh' Mirror 'I can't recommend this book highly
enough' MARTINA COLE 'Brace yourself to be horrified and
a dark end DI Kate Burrows knows the clock is ticking. Pushed to
hooked' EVA DOLAN 'Fantastic characterisation, great plotting, pageher limits, Kate needs the support of her lover now more than ever.
turning and gripping. The best kind of intelligent and moving crime
But ex-gangster Patrick Kelly has troubles of his own. It's her
toughest case yet, but Kate will stop at nothing to solve it. Even if it fiction writing' LUCA VESTE 'Really enjoyed Murderabilia disturbing, inventive, and powerfully and stylishly written.
breaks her. If you love the dark and dangerous world of DI Kate
Recommended' STEVE MOSBY 'A great murder mystery witha
Burrows, be sure to catch the rest of the series, HARDGIRLS and
brilliantly realised setting and deftly painted characters' JAMES
DAMAGED
OSWALD 'Takes a spine-tingling setting and an original storyline
Hard Girls Headline
and adds something more' Scottish Daily Record 'A perfectly
He's every woman's worst nightmare... THE LADYKILLER is the
constrcuted police procedural with real psychological depth'
first book in the DI Kate Burrows series: the only time the
Crimefictionlover
'undisputed queen of crime writing' (Guardian) and Sunday Times
The Graft Welbeck Publishing Group
bestseller Martina Cole has written from the perspective of the Old
Prison will make or break you... Danger and violence have always been a
Bill. A killer is on the loose. It's up to DI Kate Burrows to stop him.
part of Susan Dalston's East End upbringing, but being locked up with
But Kate has a problem. The Grantley Ripper has attacked the
another murderess will have consequences that no one could have
daughter of one of London's most infamous gangsters, Patrick Kelly, predicted. TWO WOMEN by Sunday Times No. 1 bestseller Martina Cole
and now Kate's investigation, along with her heart, are dangerously tells the truth about prison life, and how far one woman will go for
entwined with him. As the worlds of crime and law collide, will Kate justice... Susan Dalston killed her husband in a final act of desperation.
take down the Ladykiller, or will he be her undoing? Her unique take Banged up in Holloway, all that keeps her sane is knowing that her
children are now safe from the man who terrorised them. What she can't
on London's criminal underworld will have you hooked, so don't
predict is that the bonds she forms on the inside might just make - or break
miss the rest of the DI Kate Burrows series, BROKEN,
- her. For more compelling novels about life on the inside, be sure to read
HARDGIRLS and DAMAGED
Martina Cole's FACELESS, THE JUMP and THE GOOD LIFE
I Am Your Judge Headline
Broken Hachette UK
Don't miss WATCH HIM DIE, the latest edge-of-your-seat thriller
that is 'truly difficult to put down' (Daily Mail) from Sunday Times Following the revelation that Ebony is an angel, and Nathaneal's
narrow victory in battle with Prince Luca, the two are enjoying
bestselling author Craig Robertson - available to order now! A
murder investigation frozen in time begins to melt . . . NOVEMBER their newfound love. But Ebony's friend Jordan is bitterly angry
1993. Scotland is in the grip of an ice-cold winter and the Lake of
that he has lost the girl of his dreams. Then suddenly Prince
Menteith is frozen over. A young man and woman walk across the
Michael arrives to arrest Nathaneal for breaking Avena's law
ice to the historic island of Inchmahome which lies in the middle of when he revealed his powers on Earth in his bid to save Ebony
the lake. Only the man returns. In the spring, as staff prepare the
from Luca. Nathaneal is forced to return to Avena without
abbey ruins for summer visitors, they discover the body of a girl, her Ebony to stand trial. Jordan seizes the opportunity to plant doubt
skull violently crushed. PRESENT DAY. Retired detective Alan
in Ebony's mind about Nathaneal and her own angelic nature.
Narey is still haunted by the unsolved crime. Desperate to relieve her

is the hard-but-fair copper whose investigations - and heart become dangerously entwined with London's most infamous
gangster, Patrick Kelly. But when there's a killer on the loose,
Kate Burrows is the only woman for the job. THE
LADYKILLER. BROKEN. HARD GIRLS.
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Desperate to find out what has happened to her adoptive parents, now Grantley appears to have a new serial killer on its hands,
some scores... For more compelling novels about life on the
Ebony is persuaded by Jordan to believe that new teacher Mr
Kate is the only one with the expertise to catch him. The case
inside, be sure to read Martina Cole's TWO WOMEN, THE
Xavier, who claims to be her uncle, can introduce her to her real bears striking similarities to the Grantley Ripper. But this time JUMP and THE GOOD LIFE
father. Disaster inevitably follows and Ebony finds herself at the the victims are prostitutes, and even hard girls deserve protection
centre of another epic battle in the realm of Avena itself.
and justice. Kate Burrows caught the Ladykiller. She's just the
Fantastical and powerfully emotional, this angelic romance
woman for this job. The DI Kate Burrows series is dangerously
series is rapidly winning enthusiastic fans.
gripping - before you take on HARDGIRLS and DAMAGED,
The Ladykiller Headline
be sure to catch the series' first and second instalments
He's every woman's worst nightmare... THE LADYKILLER is LADYKILLER and BROKEN
Blood on Her Hands Penguin
the first book in the DI Kate Burrows series: the only time the
Betrayal by Sunday Times No.1 bestseller, Martina Cole, author of
'undisputed queen of crime writing' (Guardian) and Sunday
Times bestseller Martina Cole has written from the perspective DANGEROUS LADY, THE TAKE, GET EVEN and many more, is
a gripping novel about the bonds that make - or break - a family. The
of the Old Bill. A killer is on the loose. It's up to DI Kate
'undisputed queen of crime writing' (Guardian), Martina's unique,
Burrows to stop him. But Kate has a problem. The Grantley
powerful storytelling will appeal to fans of Karin Slaughter and
Ripper has attacked the daughter of one of London's most
Patricia Cornwell. Aiden O'Hara has been head of the family since he
infamous gangsters, Patrick Kelly, and now Kate's investigation,
was kid, and he's going to keep it that way. Jade Dixon watches his
along with her heart, are dangerously entwined with him. As the back. Mother of his son, she's the one who makes him invincible. But
worlds of crime and law collide, will Kate take down the
Jade's been in the game a lot longer than Aiden. She knows no one's
Ladykiller, or will he be her undoing? Her unique take on
indestructible. And when you're at the top, that's when you've got to
London's criminal underworld will have you hooked, so don't
watch the hardest. Especially the ones closest to you . . .
miss the rest of the DI Kate Burrows series, BROKEN,
Damaged Headline
'With the return of some of her best-loved characters and lashings of her
HARDGIRLS and DAMAGED
usual grit, Cole fans will lap this up' Heat Damaged is the explosive new
Hard Girls Headline
novel from Sunday Times No.1 bestseller Martina Cole, author of
You might break out, but you'll never be free... Filled with
Dangerous Lady, The Ladykiller and Betrayal. Iconic heroine DCI Kate
shocking twists, THE JUMP by the 'undisputed queen of crime Burrows returns in a blistering thriller you won't be able to put down. This
writing' (Guardian) and Sunday Times No.1 bestseller Martina killer has only just begun... DCI Kate Burrows might be retired, but when
Cole is a compelling thriller that tells a dark and dangerous story the bodies of missing schoolgirls start turning up in Grantley, she's the first
of a desperate wife with a husband behind bars... Donna Brunos person DCI Annie Carr calls for help. Life for Kate and ex-gangster
will do anything for her husband. Including breaking him out of Patrick Kelly is thrown into chaos when his long lost son turns up out of
the blue, bringing trouble with him. This new case could be just what Kate
prison. She believes her beloved Georgio when he tells her he's
needs. But as the body count grows, Kate and Annie face a race against the
been framed for armed robbery. But planning the jump opens
clock. Without any clear leads, can they stop the killer before another
Donna's eyes to a shocking world where the man she married is schoolgirl dies?
not who he seems. For more compelling novels about life on the The Locksmith Headline
inside, be sure to read Martina Cole's FACELESS, TWO
She's done the time, now she wants revenge... Filled with rage
WOMEN and THE GOOD LIFE
and revenge, FACELESS by the 'undisputed queen of crime
David the Penance List Hachette UK
writing' (Guardian) and Sunday Times No.1 bestseller Martina
DI Kate Burrows could never keep away for long... HARD
Cole is a gripping novel that takes a dark and honest look at
GIRLS is the third book in the DI Kate Burrows series: the only what life is really like on the inside. Marie Carter lost
time the 'undisputed queen of crime writing' (Guardian) and
everything the day she went to prison for a double murder she
Sunday Times bestseller Martina Cole has written from the
doesn't remember committing. Her parents abandoned her, her
perspective of the Old Bill. Kate Burrows might be a retired
friends disappeared. Even her children didn't want to know.
DCI, but she never could stay away from the law for long. And Twelve long years later, Marie is out and she's back to settle
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